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THE PARADOX OF RUSKIN'S ADMIRATION OF
 
RENAISSANCE ENGLISH WRITERS
by Louis E. Dollarhide
Like most doctrinaire critics, John Ruskin was very exact in his
 
loves and his hates. In the scope of his criticism two general atti
­tudes emerge. His almost unqualified devotion to the Middle Ages is
 balanced perhaps only by his equally unqualified contempt for the
 Renaissance. The one becomes the touchstone for all he values in
 art, while the other is the diminishing scale against which he
 measures all which he considers weak and valueless. In Modern
 Painters and later in Stones of Venice he could rise to a moment
 of Ruskinian poetry: “Autumn came,—the leaves were shed,—and the
 eyes were directed to the extremities of the delicate branches. The
 Renaissance frosts came, and all perished!”1 The purpose of this
 paper is to examine, in the light of such an attitude, Ruskin’s para
­doxical admiration of certain Renaissance writers and to seek his
 justifications of this admiration.
1 The Works of John Ruskin (“The Sterling Edition,” 13 vols.; New
 
York, 1875), I, 231. See also VII, 21. All 
references,
 except Footnote 15, are  
to this edition. Ruskin’s italics.
2 Ibid., VII, 300.
But before one examines the writers themselves, it is helpful to
 
establish Ruskin’s basic concepts of the Middle Ages and the
 Renaissance and beyond that, and largely a part of it, to establish
 certain critical definitions. In Stones of Venice, Ruskin states dra
­matically that the hammer lifted against the old palace of Ziani
 was the knell of medieval culture.2 And just as positively, Ruskin
 believed that the break between Middle Ages and Renaissance was,
 with the exception of a few great men, clear and fast and that the
 contrast between the two ages was perfect. The Renaissance was
 a period of Infidelity (turning to this world) and Pride (of State,
1
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of System, of Learning). The principal element of the Renaissance
 
spirit was, Ruskin states, “its 
firm
 confidence in its own wisdom.” 3  
This “
firm
 confidence,” fostered by excessive reverence for classical  
authors, diverged in two main streams. In art, it led to the demand
 for perfection.4 Discovering that the world for ten centuries had
 been living in an ungrammatical manner, he states with irony, the
 men of the Renaissance “made it forthwith the end of human exist
­ence to be grammatical.” 5 In religion it led into the “unfortunate
 habit of systematizing” and ultimately to the loss of a vital religion.6
 Ruskin’s principal objection to the Renaissance narrows down 
to his conviction that the vital religion 
of
 the Middle Ages, which had  
given art a focus, a unity, and a high moral purpose, was cramped
 and defeated by the forces which ushered in the Renaissance and
 became its chief characteristics—faith in learning and insistence on
 perfection of form at the expense of essential meaning. To Ruskin
 these forces, so-called, were external to the high moral purpose
 of art.
3 Ibid., VI, 305.
4 Ibid., p. 172.
5 Ibid., p. 58.
6 Ibid., p. 318.
7 Ibid., p. 171.
8 Ibid., 1, 24.
While these are the major distinctions Ruskin makes between
 
Middle Ages and Renaissance, more specific differences come to
 light when one examines his critical language. 
A
 number of criteria  
are significant. First, the foundation of his critical standards, and
 naturally a “medieval” concept, is his firm belief in an organic
 theory of art, conceivably derived from Carlyle’s principle 
of change. Ruskin states categorically that no work can be perfect.
 To demand perfection is to misunderstand the ends of art, for im
­perfection is in some way essential to all man knows of life. It is
 the “sign of a mortal body, of a state of progress and change.” 7
 Secondly, Ruskin believed strongly in the theory of the art which
 conceals the artist. The greatest artist is the least self-conscious of
 God’s creatures. He annihilates himself in his work.8 
A
 third im ­
portant distinction which Ruskin underscores is the difference be
­tween Imagination and Fancy. Ruskin distinguishes carefully
 between the two “faculties” because on this distinction rests much
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of his adverse criticism of Renaissance art. Imagination is to him
 
the penetrative, analyzing, intuitive power praised by the Romantics.
 Fancy on the other hand is equated with wit or ingenuity. It is a
 power of brilliance, of superficial elegance and style, but it is always
 superficial. In ideal relationship, Fancy is always subordinate to
 Imagination.9 And, then, finally it is necessary to understand
 Ruskin’s concept of Beauty. To him, Beauty is in reality a trans
­cendental element in art perceived intuitively by the artist and
 transmitted through his creation to an intelligent and sensitive
 observer. It cannot be separated from Spirit, nor can it be perceived
 by the non-religious mind. Repose, Ruskin’s aesthetic cognate 
of Carlyle’s Silence, is made the “unfailing test 
of
 beauty.” 10
Not widely read in Renaissance authors, Ruskin mentions only
 eight or ten in the scope of his work and of these, he looks
 closely  
at only three, Shakespeare, Spenser, and Milton. Maturing at a time
 when romantic Shakespearean “idolatry” was at its height, Ruskin
 understandably accepted Shakespeare’s greatness without much
 question. He could not recall in after life when he did not know
 the plays and the outlines of their characters.11 To him Shakespeare,
 separated like Homer from the very greatest only by “less fulness
 and earnestness of Faith,” still loomed above the world in his
 “great rest of spirituality.” 12 This quality of repose, which grants
 him supreme beauty, is his surpassing excellence. In Shakespeare
 also, the artist is completely annihilated. “Do we think of Aeschylus,”
 Ruskin asks, “while we wait on the silences of Cassandra, or of
 Shakespeare, while we listen to the wailing of Lear?” 13 Further,
 Shakespeare possesses the faculty of penetrative imagination to a
 marked degree. “Every character so much as touched by men like
 Aeschylus, Homer, Dante, or Shakespeare, is by them held by the
 heart. . . .” Every sentence they write “opens down to the heart,”
 every word has “an awful undercurrent of meaning.” 14 And this
 “meaning” is, of course, truth of spiritual reality. Ruskin reacted
 strongly against Schlegel’s treatment of Shakespeare’s plays as
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elaborate pieces of art. By emphasizing the conscious artistry of
 
Shakespeare, Schlegel made him appear dangerously close to
 Ruskin’s portrait of the Renaissance artist, who strove for per
­fection of form.15 To assume that Shakespeare was anything but a
 natural artist was, of course, unthinkable. Late in life Ruskin was to
 search for the reason for Shakespeare’s long hold over him and to
 decide a little querulously that it had never been in anywise a
 wholesome one.16 But this final statement came after his once active
 mind had gone into its last decline.
Along with the reading of Shakespeare, the reading of Spenser
 
was a religious duty in the Ruskin household, and Ruskin never lost
 his love for the deep moral earnestness of Spenser’s work. Accepting
 Shakespeare first on the grounds of unquestioned greatness and
 later constructing his justification of this acceptance, Ruskin found
 that Shakespeare answered his ideal of Gothic correctness, not so
 much by subject and detail, as by spirit. Spenser, on the other hand,
 lacking Shakespeare’s unassailable eminence, could be approached
 more directly, with less reverence, though always with admiration
 and respect; and so in dealing with him, Ruskin is more explicit
 and detailed in exploring his never completely formulated theory
 of the continuity of medieval tradition as a source of Renaissance
 strength. To Ruskin, Spenser not only possessed the Gothic spirit,
 
as
 Shakespeare did, but also used subjects and details in keeping  
with medieval art. His chief interest in Spenser was the allegorical
 cast of his mind. Ruskin’s brief, suggestive study of the allegory of
 the Faery Queene 17 bears evidence of close reading; its accuracy
 is still generally accepted today. Spenser’s Shepheardes Calendar
 bears close comparison with the feeling, selection, and vitality 
of Gothic sculpture treating the same subjects. Spenser’s description
 of the Vices and the Virtues is generally true to the medieval ideas.18
 In his work generally, Spenser furnishes, Ruskin thinks, the exactly
 intermediate type of conception between medieval and Renais
­sance.19 And since Spenser is an intermediary between two ages,
15E. I. Cook and Alexander Wederburn (eds.), The Letters of John
 
Ruskin, Vols. XXXVI and XXXVII of The Works of John Ruskin (39 vols.;
 London, 1909), I, 129.
16 Works, 
“
Sterling Edition,” X, 297-298.
17 Ibid., VII, 205-209.
18 Ibid., VI, 320.
19 Ibid., pp. 320-348.
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it is natural, therefore, that Ruskin find a few blemishes in his
 
work. Now and then, Ruskin finds, there is an intrusion of Renais
­sance Fancy.20
20 Ibid., II, 448.
21 Ibid., XII, 51.
22 Ibid., II, 418.
23 Ibid., pp. 312-313.
24 Ibid., V, 346.
While Spenser and Shakespeare, each in his own way, satisfy
 
Ruskin’s requirements for great art, Milton, coming a generation
 after them, is the complete man of the Renaissance. The demand for
 perfection of form and for systematizing, and the emphasis on
 learning have cramped Milton’s genius into uncomfortable patterns.
 He lacks the repose, the variety, the vitality, and spiritual pene
­tration of his great predecessors. He has instead the superficial gloss
 and excellence, the pale refinements of the Renaissance. In him,
 Fancy has superseded Imagination. There is no evidence that
 Ruskin knew Milton very well, but there is evidence that he had
 little sympathy with what he did know. Milton becomes for him
 a sort of Renaissance whipping-boy, whom he repeatedly evokes
 to illustrate the weaknesses of Renaissance art. Milton is shrewd
 but short-sighted. Compared with Dante, Milton’s conception of
 Paradise Lost lacks intensity, feeling, passion and vitality. Not
 a single fact is for an instant “conceived 
as
 tenable by any living  
faith.”21
Besides lacking profundity of thought and genuine faith, Milton
 
possesses other related characteristics of Renaissance weakness.
 While Dante and Shakespeare possess true imagination, in Milton
 generally the imagination is “mixed and broken with fancy, and
 so the strength of the imagery is part of iron and part of clay.”
 
22  
Milton’s description of fire in hell, for example, suffers in comparison
 with Dante’s; it deals too much with externals. One feels the form
 but not the fury of the flame 23 and consequently Milton has missed
 the essential reason for the description. As evidence of the con
­sistency of point of view, years later, Ruskin wrote explicitly in
 Fors Clavigera, that Milton “hews his gods out to his fancy, and
 then believes in them; but in Giotto and Dante the art is always
 subjected to the true vision.”24 This final statement is everywhere
 typical of Ruskin’s estimate of Milton and states concisely, though
5
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in brief, his distinction between the terms Medieval and Renais
­
sance.
Ruskin admired other Renaissance writers, though he had little
 
to say about them. He admired Sidney’s love lyrics, which he
 thought to be the best since Dante.25 He read Hooker’s Laws of Ec
­clesiastical Polity for its argument and for its English.26 He often
 quoted George Herbert with admiration. In Fors Clavigera, he
 promised in one letter to discuss Sidney’s Arcadia and More’s
 Utopia; but, characteristically, he never returned to his subject.27
 There are brief references to other writers, but only three important
 figures are considered at length.
Within the framework of medieval standards of art according to
 
John Ruskin, the critic Ruskin performed his tasks of comparison
 and judgment. In the beginning, he chose architecture as his prin
­cipal subject because architecture was attacked first and was affected
 most severely by the Renaissance. Because the spreading evil moved
 more slowly in painting, sculpture, and poetry, Ruskin can still
 admire Michelangelo, Tintoretto, Leonardo, Shakespeare, and Spen
­ser. Although other considerations often intrude upon his judgments,
 he can love these great Renaissance heroes because their power
 lay, he
 
believed, in their unbroken links with the spirit of the Middle  
Ages—a unified faith, a spiritual rest or repose, in which
 
he perceives  
true beauty, and the penetrative, intuitive power called imagination.
 When they fail, even in a great way, as Milton did, it is because
 they have fallen to the Renaissance insistence on perfection of
 form and emphasis on wisdom. Fancy
 
has predominated over imagi ­
nation, and the true vision has been lost. In Stones of Venice he
 explained his attitude toward the Renaissance. He had, he said,
profound reverence for those mighty men who
 
could wear the Renaissance armor of proof, and
 yet not feel it encumber their living limbs—Leon
­ardo and Michaelangelo, Titian and Tintoret. But
 I speak of the Renaissance as an evil time because,
 when it saw those men go burning forth into the
 battle, it mistook their armor for their strength... .28
25 Ibid., IV, 102.
26 Ibid., X, 336.
27 Ibid., IV, 108.
28 Ibid., VII, 58.
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